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Razorleaf Corporation Announces Strategic Partnership with Ansys 
Enabling better simulation processes and data management across the product lifecycle 

 
 
 

Stow, Ohio — October 15, 2020 – Razorleaf Corporation, a leading PLM consulting and systems integrator, 
today announced a strategic service partnership with Ansys for the Minerva platform powered by Aras, a 
centralized simulation knowledge management application. This platform secures critical simulation data and 
provides process and decision support to simulation teams across geographies and functional silos.  Ansys 
Minerva incorporates advanced technologies for improving workflows and enhancing simulation process and 
data management (SPDM).  
 
Razorleaf will provide consulting, integration, and implementation services to address the complexities of 
PLM interoperability and data management, enabling customers to connect simulation capabilities throughout 
the engineering product lifecycle.  Razorleaf will help Ansys Minerva users improve traceability and 
streamline collaboration across global teams.  
 
Ansys Minerva leverages the Aras platform technologies such as configuration management, PDM/PLM 
interoperability, and API integration.  With over a decade of experience successfully deploying and supporting 
Aras’ clients, Razorleaf is at the forefront of helping organizations understand, implement, and effectively 
utilize the platform to improve productivity and maximize business value.  
 
“Razorleaf is excited to partner with Ansys to better serve our customers during these challenging times,” said 
Eric Doubell, CEO of the company. “With digital transformation initiatives accelerating, organizations need to 
connect simulation to engineering processes across the digital enterprise.  We are committed to ensuring Ansys 
client success by utilizing best practices that improve process workflows, traceability, and availability of 
simulation across the product lifecycle.”  
 
About Razorleaf 

Founded in 2000, Razorleaf is a consulting & systems integrator with specialized expertise in PLM. Razorleaf 
is proud to be celebrating its 20th year in operation in 2020. We are focused on helping manufacturing 
organizations connect products and processes across the digital enterprise to drive more value from the 
innovation process. Led by a highly skilled and seasoned team of experts across the United States and Europe, 
Razorleaf transforms businesses by offering comprehensive consulting and implementation services focused 
on managing the digital thread across the product life cycle and supply chain.  For more information, visit 
https://www.razorleaf.com. 
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